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In this talk we will consider a novel explanation of the dark energy problem, so called chameleon gravity
which gives rise to particles with unexpected consequences. These particles discovered in 2003 by Khoury and
Weltman are called Chameleon scalar fields and are dark energy candidates which, unlike regular quintessence
fields, suppress their expected fifth force signals in high density regions of the universe by acquiring large
effective masses. In regions of relatively low energy density these fields are very light and can essentially be
free allowing for a plethora of interesting observations and effects. Perhaps most enticing is the possibility to
observe these fields in experiments entirely non-cosmological in nature. These tests span from tests of gravity
in space to tests of the casimir effect and quantum laser experiments on earth. In this talk we will discuss
the various tests of these fields including those already completed and those currently under proposal and
construction. We will also consider the possibility of testing these fields within the South African context
using the SKA experiment. Chameleon gravity is one of only 3 ways known to hide the effects of scalar dark
energy fields from local experiments and provide a possible window of testability connecting UV physics to
IR experiments. We will discuss our results to date and explore the possibilities for the future.
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